Cross-referencing research data speeds drug development and lowers clinical trials cost.

Cancer is a protean enemy — and the human body’s range of reactions to treatment is incredibly complex. Understanding the impact on patient outcomes when a variable changes is the heart of clinical research on potential treatments. But predicting outcomes when there are a hundred variables? A thousand? And millions of potential records on patient data? Enormously difficult.

This challenge is what drug development companies face when conducting clinical research and clinical trials for potential cancer treatments, the efficacy of which change based not only on dosage but also on a patient’s individual symptoms and health profile.

Since 2009, Cognizant has worked with this pharmaceutical client to test and validate critical technology implementations. Because of their trust in our approach, their R&D leadership asked us to consider ways to make review of critical information on drug performance and patient outcomes more efficient.

At a glance
We applied data science techniques to clinical trial data to make referencing cancer drugs and doses to various patient conditions faster and more accurate, smoothing the path to clinical trials and speeding new drug development.

Outcomes
• Shortened oncology research by up to 3–4 years.
• Reduced cost per patient by 8% to 10% in clinical trials.
• Built an automated data analysis pipeline for other drugs.
Our solution adopts text mining to automatically review more than 10,000 online resources such as medical journals and scientific research publications. Using an Agile development model, we designed and built an automated pipeline that intakes this vast range of disparate data, normalizes it, performs analytical processing at blinding speed and delivers easily understood reports on outcomes.

Our client can now deliver to oncologists conducting trials for this specific treatment more accurate, informed recommendations on dosages cross-indexed to a staggering amount of information. The faster, more accurate review of drug outcomes reduces the review process from 20 months to 20 days. With the full drug development process taking from ten to eighteen years and costing $40,000 to $50,000 per patient, our solution can trim up to four years from the process and offers savings of as much as 10% of total costs.

Next-generation solution

Our data science solution helps this pharmaceutical company improve what had historically been a manual, costly and laborious process for cross-referencing research clinical trials on cancer drugs, while laying the groundwork for use with a full range of other drugs for conditions ranging from Alzheimer’s disease to depression and schizophrenia.

In the battle to beat cancer, the stakes are high. The process is costly, the competition fierce and the mission critical. Our client’s journey ahead is clear: use its new automated pipeline driven by data sciences for different treatments, then incorporate machine learning, using artificial intelligence (AI) to speed drug development while improving the safety and efficacy of their clinical trials.

For more information, visit www.cognizant.com/ai.
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